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SrruATION III 
ENEMY PERSONS ON NEUTRAL VESSELS 
States X and Y are at war. Other states are neutral. 
'fhe Bee, a vessel of war of state X, meets the Nemo, a 
merchant vessel belonging to a citizen of state N and 
flying the flag of N, and bound for a port of Y. The 
Bee brings-to the N emo and visits and searches the mer-
chant vessel. The cargo is innocent and the vessel on a 
regular voyage. There are on board certain passengers. 
(a) Ten o:f these passengers are citizens of state Y- of 
the age and capacity that would be called for military 
service. 
(b) Ten of the passengers are citizens of neutral states 
'but are well known to have been trained as aviators. 
(c) Five are women citizens of state Y, but experi-
enced a via tors. 
(d) Ten of the crew of 20 were born in state Y and 
have previously served in the navy of state Y, though 5 
of these are naturalized citizens of N. 
The commander of the Bee is convinced that the Nemro 
is innocent of carriage of contraband and is not bound 
for a blockaded port. He can not take the N emo in or 
spare a prize crew to take it in, but decides to take off 
the passengers mentioned in (a), (b), and (c), and. 10 
members of the crew mentioned in (d). State N protests. 
What action would be legally correct in each case? 
SOLUTION 
(a) The 10 passengers who are citizens of state Y even 
though of military age and capacity should not be re-
moved from the N emo. 
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(b) The 10 passengers who are trained neutral a VIa-
tors should not be removed from the N emo. 
(c) The 5 women passengers who are citizens of state 
Y though trained aviators should not be removed from 
the Ne1no. 
(d) The 10 members of the crew should not be removed 
from the Nemo. 
NOTES 
Treaty provisions.-Many treaties have been negoti-
ated which contain provisions granting immunity to per-
sons of belligerent nationality when found on neutral 
vessels unless such persons are in the military service of 
the enemy. Some of these 'vere early treaties before the 
days of steam navigation and most of such treaties 'vere 
made during the nineteenth century. The treaties be-
tween the United States and Prussia and between the 
United States and Ecuador embody common provisions: 
Prussia--Treaty of Antify arnd Omnm,erce Concluded September 1() 
1785 
ARTICLE XII 
If one of the contracting parties should be engaged in war with 
any other power, the free intercourse and com1nerce of the sub-
jects or citizens of the party remaining neuter with the belligerent 
powers, shall not be interrupted. On the contrary, in that case 
as in full peace, the vessels of the neutral party may navigate 
freeJy to and from the ports and on the coasts of the belligerent 
parties, free vessels n1aldng free ends, in so n1uch, that all things 
shall be adjudged free which shall be on board any vessel belong-
ing to the neutral party, although such things beJong to an enemy 
of the other ; and the sa1ne freedmn shall be extended to persons 
who shall be on board a free vessel, although they should be 
ene1nies to the other party, unless they be soldiers in actuaJ service 
of such enen1y. (8 U. S. Stat., p. 84. , This treaty expired by its 
own limitations, October, 1796, but Article XII was revived by 
Article XII of the T,reaty of 1828.) 
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Eoua,dor-Treaty of Peace, Fri.endship, Navigation, and Oo1nmeroe · 
Oonoluded June 13, 1839 
.ARTICLE XV 
* * * It is also agreed, in like manner, that the same liberty 
shall be extended to persons who are on board a free ship, with 
this effect, that, although they may be enemies to both or either 
party, they are not to be taken out of that free ship, unless they 
are officers or soldiers, and in the actual service of the enem~es: 
Provided, however, and it is hereby agreed, that the stipulations 
in this article contained, declaring that the flag shall cover the 
property, shall be understood as applying to those powers only1 
who rec'Ognize this principle; but, if either of the two contracting 
parties shall be at war with a third, and the other neutral, the 
flag of the neutral shall cover the property of enemies whose gov-
ernments acknowledge this principle, and not of others. (8 U. S. 
Stat., p. 534. This treaty was terminated August 25, 1892., by 
notice from the Ecuadoran Government.) 
Such treaties concluded for nearly 100 years seem to 
indicate that in the absence of an agreement persons of 
belligerent nationality might be removed from a neutral 
vessel. The treaties also sho·w a growing tendency tow-
ard the general recognition of the exemption from cap-
ture of nonmilitary persons of belligerent nationality 
where they travel on neutral vessels. 
In these treaties the persons liable to capture when on 
neutral vessels are usually limited to "officers and sol-
diers and in the actual service of the enemy." In recent 
years there has been a tendency to query as to whether 
other persons than officers and soldiers may be liable to 
capture. In 1807 in the case of the Orozembo, Sir W. 
Scott said: 
To send out one Yeteran generaJ of France to take the command 
of the forces at Batavia, might be a much more noxious act than 
the conveyance of a ·whole regiment. ( 6 C. Robinson, Reports, 
430.) 
The Orozembo was, however, regarded as in the mili-
tary service of the enemy and not merely engaged in 
regular passenger transportation. 
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Numerous treaties refer to officers and soldiers in the 
service of the enemy. Some writers assimilate to these 
any persons actually in the military service even though 
not enrolled, but maintain that these must be distin-
guished from persons tra velirig as passengers, without 
manifest evidence that they are connected with the n1ili-
tary service. 
Toward the end of the nineteenth century the carriage 
of enemy military persons received more attention. The 
Trent case had disposed of claims to take from neutral 
vessels nonmilitary persons. Exactly what constituted 
military service was not always easy to determine. 
Dana'S' opvn'bon, 1866.-Dana in a long note to 
Wheaton's International La"\v gives in 1866 the opinion 
of the time in regard to persons on .neutral vessels. 
The right of a belUg'erent to ta;Jce n.oxi.ous persons fro'rn an 
innocent n e,utral vessel.-Although the United States discla~m 
such a right, and the demand by Great Britain clearly renounced 
any such claim, the subject requires separate consideration. It 
does not raise a question of capturing the vessel for a violation of 
neutrality, but a right of the belligerent to take off such persons 
for his own benefit, without reference to the quality of the neu-
tral's act, ·as being done intentionally, or in justifiable ignorance 
of the character of his passengers. Nor d oes it involve the dght, 
once asserted by Great Britain, to take her own seamen from a 
neutral vessel; for that is not a belligerent right, but an exercise 
of police power for municipal purposes. The doubt on the ques-
tion propounded arises chiefly from the fact that gTeat numbers of 
treaties have provided that the persons of enemies shall not be 
taken from free ships, unless they be military men in the actual 
service of the enemy; seeming to imply, not only that the latter 
may be so taken, but also that, without this provision, any enemy 
could be so taken, whether a military man or not. The first trace 
of this provision is in a treaty of commerce between the Nether-
lands and Sweden of 1675. In a clause of that treaty, which se-
cures freedom to carry enemy goods not contraband in neutral 
vessels, is the further provision that either party to the treaty 
may carry in their vessels the subjects of an enemy of the other 
party, and that they shall not be taken or forced therefrom unless 
they be military commanders or officials-" nee e·os inde evelli aut 
auferri licebit, exceptis tantum ducibus sive officialibus hostilibus." 
(Dumont, Corps Dipl. vii 316.) It next appears in the treaty of 
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Nemeguen in 1678, at the end of article 22-" And, as it has been . 
provided above that a free ship shall be free to carry her cargo, 
it is further agreed that this liberty shall extend also to persons 
who shall be found in a free ship,_ to the effect that although they 
be enemies of one or the other of the contracting parties, yet, 
when in a neutral vessel, they shall not be taken therefrom, pro-
vided they be not military persons, and effective in the service of 
the enemy." This clause was copied into the treaty between 
Sweden and Holland of the next year; into the commercial treaty 
of Ryswick of 1697; into the treaties of Utrecht of 1713, between 
France and the Netherlands, and France and England; and into 
the treaty of 1739 between France and the United Provinces. 
The only change is, that "actuellement au service desdits ennemis" 
is substituted for "effectiven1ent en service, etc." This clause is 
also in the treaty between France and Hamburg of 1769. 
This provision afterwards appears in the conventions between 
France and the United States of 1778 and 1800, between the 
United States and Holland in 1782, between the United States . 
and Sweden in 1783 and 1816, the United States and Prussia of 
1785 ; the treaty between France and England of 1786, and be-
tween the United States and Spain of 1795 and 1819, and in the 
treaties of the United States with Colombia in 1824, Central 
America in 1825, Brazil in 1828, Mexico in 1831, Chili in 1832, 
Peru in 1851, Venezuela in 1836, and, in fact, with nearly if not 
all the South Amer2can States. In the French and English treaty 
of 1786 is added, after the words " actuellement au service desdits 
ennemis," the words, "et se transportant pour etre employes 
comme mili taires dans leurs flottes ou dans leurs armees " ; and 
in the treaty between France and Hamburg of 1769, after the 
words "au service des ennemis," is added, "auquel cas, ils seront 
faits prisonniers de guerre." The clause does not exist in any 
form in any treaty between Great Brita~n and the United States. 
(D'Hauterive et de dussy, tom. ii. 91, 104, 270; tom. iii. 445. Du-
mont, vii. i. 366, 440; ii. 389. United States Laws and Treaties, 
viii. passim. ) 
Upon the effect of these treaties, Professor Bernard (case of 
the Trent, 14-20) has presented important considerations. He 
argues that if this clause had appeared first in the nineteenth 
century, the inference would be that, at that time, the right to 
take the persons of enemies, not being soldiers, in actual service, 
was, at least, so far matter of doubt as to require or justify its 
exclusion in terms; but that, as it had its orig:n some 200 years 
ago-when the authority and necessity of prize adjudications were 
not so well settled and understood as now, and the claims of bel-
ligerents to interdict neutral intercourse with their enemies, and 
• 
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neutral carrying-trade of persons and goods, were almost un-
limited, and their practice loose and irregular, and their rights 
but little settled, and when the precaution was reasonable-the 
fact that the clause has been copied out in later treaties, or rather 
not omitted, does not require the admission that the clause is 
now necessary, and that the law of nations would permit non-
nlilitary persons to be so taken, as the I a w is now understood and 
acted upon between nations not parties to a treaty having such 
a preventive clause. 
The question re1nains, How does the existence and history of 
this clause bear upon 1nilitary persons in actual service found in 
neutral vessels? 
It can not be doubted, that, as between nations parties to such 
a treaty, it is admitted that a class of hostile persons, of a de-
fined character and in a defined predicament, may be "taken 
out"-" enleves " " tires " " avelll aut auferri "-frOin the neutral 
vessel. If nations have seen fit to continue these treat~es, they 
n1ust be held to intend the same meaning, and though, \vhere 
doubtful, to be ahvays construed in favor of liberty of persons 
and of neutrals, yet to be fairly construed toward the party 
involved in vvar. M. Hautefeuille, in his pa1nphlet on the 'Trent 
case, ad1nits by ilnpLcation, that, if .Messrs . .1\.'Iason and Slidell 
had been n1ili tary · persons, and so in actual service as to come 
within the terms of this cia use, they could have been taken from 
the Trent, although the United States and Great Britain were 
not parties to such a treaty; for he considers, as l\11. Thouvenel in 
his letter to M. .l\1ercier of Dece1nber 3, 1862, see1ns also to con-
sider, that these treaties explain and exh_bit the international 
law. A forUor·i, these distinguished writers would ad1nit the 
legality of the act behveen parties to such a treaty. (See also· 
. IIautefeuille, des Nat. Neutr. ii. 181.) The existence of this 
clause in treaties, at this t-Ine, is certaiply an an01naly. It 
doubtless arose fr01n the fact, that, when the clause was first 
used, 200 years ago, and for some time afterwards, it was a 
cmnmon practice to take contraband goods fr01n vessels \Vithout 
carrying the vessels in for adjudication * * * 
I-I ow do the history and existence of this cia use affect nations 
which have no such treaty between the1n? In view of the _settled 
volicy of nations to prohibit a,ll acts of force on neutral vessels 
done at the discretion of the belligerent officer, and \vhich look 
to no subsequent judicial detennii1ation, it 1nay be safely pre-
dicted, that, if such a case should arise, it would be held that the 
law of nations could not be kept anchored to treaty provisions 
n1ade two centuries ago, as protections against acts not then 
necessariJy considered legal, but only probable or possib~e. so long 
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us any nations should choose to repeat the clause ex majore. 
<!auteHi in their later treaties; and that the modern policy of 
nations does not sanction such an act. 
Mr. Madison, Secretary of State, in his dispatch to Mr. Monroe, 
nt London, of January 5, 1804, on the subject of impressment of 
·our seamen, speaking of the French t,reaty of 1800, says, "The 
article renounces the claim to take from the vessels of the neutral, 
on the high seas, any person whatever not in the military service 
-of an enemy; an exception which we admit to come within the 
law of nations on the subject of contraband of war. With these 
.exceptions, we consider a neutra,l flag on the high seas as a safe-
guard to those sailing under it. * * * Nowhere will she 
[Great Britain] find an exception to the freedom of the seas, 
and of neutral flags, which justifies the taking away of any 
person, not an enemy in military service, found on board a neutral 
vessel. * * * Whenever a belligerent claim against persons 
on board a neutral vesse,l is referred to in treaties, enemies in 
military service alone are excepted from the general immunity of 
persons in that situation. And this exception confirms the hn-
munity of those who are not included in it." (Wheaton, Inter-
national Law (Dana), 8th ed. p. 656 n.) 
The question did not again give rise to much discus-
sion until the Chino-Japanese War. 
The" Sidney", 1894.-Duringthe Chino-Japanese War 
in 1894, two men claiming American citizenship and trav-
eling under the names of Howie and Brown ·were taken 
from the French passenger steamer Sidney at Kobe, No-
vember 4, 1894, while en route for Hong Kong. No ques-
tion was raised to the right of Japanese authorities to 
search the Sidney. Howie and Brown were supposed to 
have contracted with the Chinese Government to employ 
an invention which they possessed and claimed ·would 
destroy the Japanese fleets. Controversy immediately 
arose as to the right of the Japanese authorities to remove 
Howie and Brown from a neutral vessel. It would seem 
that neutrals under contract to engage in and en route for 
the purpose of engaging in hostile service, could properly 
be seized, even when on a neutral vessel. 
Institute of I nternationarl La1w 1 resolutions .-The Insti-
tute of International Law had for some years had before 
it propositions in regard to traffic forbidden to neutrals. 
... 
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The propositions were discussed at the Venice session in 
1896, and in the regulation on contraband of war under 
transport service it was provided: 
SEc. 7. The transportation of an enemy's troops, soldiers, or 
agents of war is forbidden: (1) In belligerent waters; (2) between 
their authorities, ports, possession, armies, or fleets; (3) when 
the transportation is on account of or by order or mandate 
of an enemy, or to bring him either agents with a commission for 
war operations, or soldiers already in his service or auxiliary 
troops or those recruited in violation of neutrality-between neu-
tral ports, between those of a neutral and those of a belligerent, 
from a neutral point to the army or the fleet of a belligerent. 
The prohibition shall not extend to the transportation of indi-
viduals who are not yet in the military service of a belligerent, 
even though they have the intention of entering it, or those who 
make the journey as simple travelers without evident connection 
with military service. (Resolutions of the Institute of Interna-
tional Law, Scott, p. 130.) 
South African War cases, 1900.-Somewhat strained 
relations between Great Britain and Germany ·were cre-
ated in 1900 in consequence of visit and search of certain 
German vessels on suspicion of carriage of contraband to 
South Africa. The German authorities objected to delay 
in port of vessels in order to search a mail steamer. The 
German ambassador ·in a co1nmunication to the Mar-
quess of Salisbury, January 5, 1900, said, 
According to a cmnmunication received by t~e Imperial Gov-
ernment by telegraph from Aden the day before yesterday, a 
second mail steamer of the German East African line, the " Gen-
eral," has now been stopped there, occupied by force by Br~tish 
troops, and ordered to land her cargo. 
In accordance with instructions receiYed, I have the honor to 
inform your Excellency of the above, and, express'y reserving any 
~laims for compensation, to request that orders may be given for 
the immediate release of the steamer and her cargo, for that 
portion of her cargo which has already been landed to be taken 
on board again, and for no hindrances to be placed in the way 
of the ship continuing her voyage to the places 1nentioned in 
her itinerary. 
I am further instructed to request your Excellency to cause 
explic:t instructions to be sent to -the Commanders of British 
ships in African waters to respect the rules of international Ia·w, 
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and to place no further impediments in the way of the trade 
between neutrals. 
I should be obliged if your Excellency would sent me a reply 
at your earliest convenience. (Parliamentary Papers, Africa No. 1 
[ 1900] Od. 33, p. 8.) 
On January 17, 19oo;J the Marquess of Salisbury wrote 
to the British ambassador at Berlin: 
I received with some surprise a com1nunication fr01n the repre-
sentative of a power with whom Her Majesty's Govern1nent be-
lieve themselves to be on the most friendly terms-worded in so 
abrupt a 1nanner, arid couched in language which imputed to 
I:Ier l\lajesty's naval commanders that they had shown a disrespect 
to internationa,l law, and placed unnecessary impediments in the 
way of neutral c01nmerce. There is no foundation for these 
imputations. 
I at once requested the lords commissioners of the admiralty 
and the Secretary of State for India to make inquiries whether 
the facts were as reported to the German Government. 
From reports which have reached Her Majesty's Government 
by telegraph the following appear to be the facts of the case. 
Before the arrival of the · vessel at Aden it was already known 
that she had on board among her passengers 31 men of German 
and Fleinish nationality who had a,ll the appearance of their 
being on their way to the South African Republics for the purposes 
of military service there. On her arrival, information reached 
the Brit-ish resident that there were various _ suspicious articles 
on board destined for Delagoa Bay, and that boxes of ammuni-
tion were buried under the reserve store of coal. The senior 
naval officer at Aden thereupon boarded her on the ground of 
strong suspicion of her carrying contraband of war destined for 
the enemy and commenced to search her. * * * 
There seems reason to believe that among the passengers on 
board going to the Transvaal were a number of trained artillery-
men, but there was no sufficient evidence as to their destination to 
justify further action on the part of the officers conducting the 
search. ( IbiQ.. p. 21.) 
In a speech in the Reichstag on January 19, 1900, 
Count von Bill ow said : 
4. By the terms· "contraband of war"· only such articles or 
persons are to be understood as are suited for war, and at the 
same time are destined for one of the belligerents. The class of 
articles to be included in this definition is a matter of dispute, 
and, with the exception of anns and ammunition, is deter1nined, 
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as a rule, with reference to the special circumstances of each case, 
unless one of the be,lligerents has expressly notified to the neutrals 
in a regular manner, what articles it intends to treat as contra-
band, and has met with no opposition. (Ibid. p. 24.) 
Analogues of contrab(l(ncA-Misconceptions had arise11 
from an attempt to extend an accepted category of act5 
such as the carriage of contraband to the carriage of per-
sons. This seems to have been in Mr. Blaine's mind when 
in 1890 he wrote : 
Many writers on international law assimilate the carrying of 
military persons. in the service of a belligerent to the carrying 
of contraband goods. But, in order that the question of "contra-
band of war " 1nay ar :se, both as to the vessel and the person car-
ried, three things are essential. In the first place, there must be 
an actual state of war. * * * In the second place, in order 
that the vessel may be condemned for carrying contraband, it 
n1ust be shown that she knowingly carried it in such a way as to 
make it clear that it was her intention to take part in the war. 
In the third place, in order that the person may be treated as 
contraband, it must appear that he is in the serv~ce of the enemy. 
This requirement is found in many of our treaties and was em-
bodied in article 14 of the extinct treaty of 1849 between the 
United States and Guatemala, by which it was. strictly provided 
that persons on board of the ships of the contracting parties in 
time of war should not be taken out unless they were . " officers 
or soldiers and in the actual service of the enemies." (Mr. 
Blaine to 1\Ir. lVlizner. 1890 For. Rei., p. 129.) 
It is true that there might be a re1note analogy but 
Professor Westlake has incliGated the difference: 
* * * l\1en present no real analogy to contraband, although 
they as well as dispatches are often spoken of as its analogues. 
Men can not be forwarded like goods, in pursuance of an inten-
tion formed about the1n by so1ne· one else. All that can be done is 
to give them facilities for locomotion, and the question is what 
facilties of the kind the customary law of nations does not allow 
a neutral to afford. Accordingly, the carriage of men has not 
been usually coupled in treaties with the carriage of contraband 
but with the clauses stipulating tlie rule "free ships free goods," 
in which it is cmnmon to find it laid down that the freedom of 
the flag covers all persons on board except those in the enemy's 
military service. And by the resolutions of the Institute of Inter-
national Law on "transport service," which it passed at the same 
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time as those on contraband, the only persons whom it is for · 
bidden to neutrals to carry are those in a belligerent's military 
service and his diplomatists credited to his ally. The British 
Admiralty Manual includes in the prohibition "civil officials sent 
out on the public service and at the public expense. * * * 
VVhen the persons travel as regular passengers in the ordinary 
course, it n1ust be remembered that the customary right to cap-
ture even military officers has not been accompanied by any re-
laxation of the duty to send every neutral ship that is interfered 
with in for adjudication, and that to arrest a passenger liner and 
send her in for adjudication would be an intolerable nuisance. 
The duty referred to can not properly be relaxed, for those who 
capture the men can not be allowed to be judges in their own 
cause, and an adjudication on the ship is the only means of sub-
mitting their act to legal decision." (2 Westlake, International 
Law, 2d ed., p. 302.) 
Declaration of London.-The changes in recent years 
in the methods of transportation and of communication 
made necessary the consideration of the advisability of 
requiring a vessel to be brought into port before ene1ny 
persons could be removed. The early practice of iin-
pressment had created a strong prejudice against re-
moval of anyone at sea, but the :feeling that states could 
be trusted not to abuse the privilege if permitted to 
remove enemy military persons gradually tended tovvard 
a changed attitude. The manifest disadvantages of a 
rule that would require a large neutral ocean liner to be 
brought to a belligerept port because there was on board, 
or because there was good ground to believe there vvas 
on board, a belligerent military person became evident. 
In the report of the British delegation to the Interna-
tional Naval Conference, it was stated in 1909: 
21. We had, however, to take account of the consideration, set 
forth in paragraph 36 of our instructions, in favor of an arrange-
ment being made whereby, in certain circumstances, large pas 4 
senger steamers under a neutral flag should, if possible, be freed 
from the costly inconvenience of being t aken into a prize court 
and there detained, perhaps for a prolonged period, 1nerely because 
a few individuals forming a part of the armed forces of a bel-
ligerent, but whose military status was unsuspected by the 
owners or captain of the vessel, were among her passengers. 
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On a careful review of the question in all its bearings, we came 
to the conclusion, shared by all the other n1embers of the con-
ference, that, on the whole, the interests of neutrals, and par-
ticularly of those powers which possess a numerous fleet of ocean 
liners regularly engaged in passenger traffic, would best be served 
by allowing a belligerent to remove from a neutral ship, and make 
prisoners of war, any persons found on board that are actually 
embodied in the armed forces of the enemy. (International 
Naval Conference held in London, December, 1908-February, 1909. 
British Parl. Pap. 1909, Vol. LIV, Misc. No. 4. [Cd. 4554.]) 
The International Naval Conference at London, 1909, 
also gave detailed consideration to the matter of what 
might constitute a military person. In discussion it was 
said: 
Sur la question de la definition des "passagers individuels" 
vises par l'e 2°, on explique qu'il faut cons.= derer comme rentrant 
clans cette categorie des personnes enrolees clans les cadres· de 
l'armee et soumises aux lois et a la discipline militaires, mais 
non des recrues et des reservistes en route pour leur pays pour 
re1nplir leurs devoirs militaires. Cette definition paruit justifiee 
parce qu'il est impossible de regarder des individus qui ne sont 
pas soumis aux lois de la guerre comme faisant deja partie de 
l'ar1nee ennemie et cmnme susceptibles, en consequence, d'etre faits 
prisonniers de guerre. Si l'on voulait aller plus loin et sou-
mettre au droit de la contrabande par analogie toutes les personnes 
obligees a faire Ull service militaire d'apres la loi de leur pays, 
on empecherait presque tout sujet maJe d'un Etat oft le service 
militaire est obligatoire, de faire des voyages a bord de navires 
neutres, et l'on aurait a:nsi l'air de vouloir legaliser des mesures 
vexatoires contre ces navires, resultat qui ne repondrait assure-
ment pas aux intentions de la Conference. L'intention de cette 
disposition est, en somme, d'assimiler la solution de· cette ques-
tion a celle que r~oit la question analogue dans la guerre sur 
terre, oft. le belligerent- envahissant un tel'ritoire ennemi n'a pas 
le droit de faire prisonniers les jeunes gens qui pourraient etre 
appeles sous les drapeaux en qualite soit de recrues soit de reserv-
istes, mais bien les seules personnes qui portent deja les armes." 
(Parliamentary Papers, l\1isc. No. 5 [1905] Cd. 4555, p. 192.) 
, 
When the report o:f the committee \vhich had been in-
trusted with the presenting of rules upon unneutral serv-
ice was presented to the conference, it contained the fol-
lowing: 
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Des individus incorpores dans les forces armees de terre ou de 
mer d'un belligerant peuvent se trouver a bord d'un navire de 
com1nerce neutre visite. Si le navire est su.jet a confiscation, le 
croiseur le saisira et le conduira dans un de ses ports avec les 
personnes qui se trouvent a bord. Evidemment Ies militaires ou 
marins de l'Etat ennemi ne seront pas laisses libres, mais seront 
consideres comme prisonniers de guerre. II peut arriver que 
l'on ne soit pas dans le cas de saisir le navire-par example, 
parce que le capitaine ne connaissait pas la qualite d'un individu 
qui s'etait present,e comme un simple passager. Faut-il alors 
laisser libre le ou les militaires qui sont sur le navire? Cela n'a 
pas paru admissible. Le croiseur belligerant ne peut etre con-
traint de laisser Jibres des ennemis actifs qui sont materiellement 
en son pouvoir et qui sont plus dangereux que tels et tels articles 
de contrebande; naturellement il doit agir avec une grande dis-
cretion, et c'est sous .sa responsabilite qu'il exige la remise de ces . 
individus, mais son droit existe. Aussi a-t-il ete juge necessair(\ 
de s'expliquer sur ce point. On peut, du reste. consulter J'Ar ticle 
12 de la Convention du 18 octobre, 1907, sur l'adaptation a la 
guerre maritime des pdncipes de la Convention de Geneve. 
D'apres cet article, "tout vaisseau de guerre d'une partie 
be1ligerante peut rec1amer la remise des bJesses, malades, ou nau-
frages qui sont a bord de bfitiments-hopitaux militaires, de 
bfl. timents hospitaliers de societes de secours ou de particuliers, 
de navires de commerce, yachts et embarcations, quelle que soit 
la nationalite de ces batiments." Si un navire de guerre bel-
ligerant peut reclamer a un navire de commerce neutre la remise 
d'un ennemi blesse ou malade. on ne voit pas pourquoi il ne pourr-
aH reclamer la remise d'un homme vaJide. II n'est pas inutile 
d'adjouter que LvUS les Etats representes a la Conference Navale 
ont signe sans reserves la Convention de 1907. (Ibid. p. 321.) 
The rule as finally adopted in article 4 7 reads-
Any individual embodied in the armed force of the enemy, and 
who is found on board a neutral merchant vessel, may be made 
a prisoner of war, even though there be no ground for the capture 
of the vessel. (1909, Naval War College, Int. Law Topics, p. 111.) 
Upon this article the general report comments as 
follows: 
Individuals embodied in the armed military or naval fQrces of 
a belligerent may be on board a neutral merchant vessel which 
is visited and searched. If the vessel is subject to condemnation, 
the cruiser will capture her and take her to one of her own ports 
with the persons on board. Clearly, the soldiers or sailors of the 
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enemy state will not be set free, but will be considered as prisoners 
of war. It may happen that the case will not be one for the· 
capture of the ship-for instance, because the master does not 
known the status of an individual who had the appearance of 
an ordinary passenger. Must the soldier or soldiers on board the 
vessel be set free? That does not appear admissible. The belliger-
ent cruiser can not be compelled to set free active enemies who are 
physically in her power and are more dangerous than this or that 
contraband article; naturally, she must act with great discretion, 
and it is at her own responsibility that she requires the surrender 
of these individuals, but the right to do so is hers; it has thus 
been thought necessary to explain the point. (Ibid.) 
Regulations.-Several states have issued regulations. 
which provided for the treatment of enemy persons found 
on neutral vessels. It was common in early regulations. 
to attribute to some of these persons something of the 
character of contraband or to class those in the military 
service as contraband. The British Manual of Naval 
Prize Law, prepared by Godfrey Lushington and issued 
in 1866 after the 11rent affair, contained the following 
articles: 
190. The follo\ving persons on board a neutral vessel, which has. 
a hostile destination, are contraband: 
( 1) Soldiers or sailors in the service of the enemy. 
(2) Officers, whether military or clvil, sent out on public· 
service of the enemy at the public expense of the enemy. The 
number of such officers is ilnmaterial. 
195. The commander will not be justified in taking out of a 
vessel any contraband persons he may have found on. board, and 
then allowing the vessel to proceed ; his duty is to detain the· 
vessel and send her in for adjudication, together with the contra-
band persons on board. 
Prof. T. E. Holland prepared the manual issued In 
1888 which contained a similar provision in regard to. 
removal of persons. 
94. The conunander w:n not be justified in tak:ng out of a 
vessel any enemy person he 1nay have found on board, and then 
allowing the vessel to proceed; his duty is to detain the vessel 
and send her in for adjudication, together with the persons on 
board. 
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rrhe regulations issued by other states during the early 
twentieth century "\vere in accord with the principles 
stated in the British Manual o£ Naval Prize Law. 
C~inese regulations, 1917: 
44. Hostile persons are liable to capture as prisoners of war. 
Vessels carrying hostile persons and the cargo belonging to the 
owner of the vessel are liable to condemnation, unless proofs are 
given to show that the ship had no knowledge of the passengers 
of enemy character. (1915 Naval War College, Int. Law Docu-
ments, p. 176.) 
German ordinance, 1909 : 
53. Every person enrolled in the forces . of the enemy who is 
found on board a. merchant ship may be made a prisoner of war, 
even when the ship herself is not liable to capture. (Ibid. p. 177.) 
Italian prize regulations, 1915 : 
8. Persons belonging to or intending to join the enemy's armed 
forces found on board a neutral vessel may be made prisoners of 
vvar, even though the ship be not subject to capture. (Ibid. p. 
177.) 
This provision has been continued in Art. 78, p. 36, 
N orme di Diritto Marittimo di Guerra, Roma, 1927. 
Russian regulations, 1916: 
PAR. 3. Anyone, form~ng part of the a rrned ·forces of the enen1y 
and found on a neutral vessel (merchant) may be taken war pris-
oner, even if there is no reason for seizing the vessel. ( Ib~d. p. 
177.) 
Japanese regulations, 1914: 
ART. 82. Any individual embodied in the armed force of the 
enemy, and who is found on board a neutral 1nerchant vessel, 
n1ay be made a prisoner of Y\'ar, even though there be no ground 
for the capture of the vessel. 
ART. 83. In the case of the preceding article, the boarding offi-
cer, by order of the conunanding officer of the man-of-war, mny 
request the n1aster of the vessel to deliver such individuals. If 
the master refuses to del:ver the1n, the boarding officer shall seize 
such individuals and, if the crew of the vessel resist, shall capture 
the vessel. 
ART. 84. In the case of the preceding article, the boarding officer 
shall prepare a docun1ent in duplicate regarding the delivery 
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according to Form No. 7 and shall give one copy to the master of 
the vessel. 
ART. 85. In case the master of the vessel objects to the delivery 
of individuals specified in article 82, the commanding officer of 
the man-of-war shall immediately report to the Minister of the 
Navy the gist of the objection and the measures he has taken. 
(Ibid. p. 177.) 
The German Prize Code, 1915, provided-
49. Reservists, recruits, and volunteers on the way to their 
place of muster are not to be regarded as "persons embodied in 
the armed forces of the enemy." 
The Instructions :for the Navy o£ the United States~ 
June, 1917, were:· 
89. As to treatment of vessels outside of neutral jurisdiction 
and carrying persons embodied in the military service of the 
enemy .. * * * 
90. The persons referred to in paragraph 89 must be actually 
embodied in the military service of the enemy. Reservists or 
other persons subject to military duty but not formally incorpo-
rated in military service are not included. 
French interpretation.-The French Prize Court in 
1916, considering that the decree o£ August 25, 1914, had 
made the Declaration o£ London o:£ February 26, 1909, 
effective except for certain modifications particularly re-
lating to contraband, gave a somewhat extended interpre-
tation to article 45. The :fact that the passengers, might 
:from their age be incorporated into the :forces o£ the 
enemy "\vas regarded as sufficient ground to declare the 
vessel specially carrying them as good prize. 
Considerant que, aux termes de !'article 45 de la Declaration 
de Londres, un navire neutre est confisque lorsqu'il voyage spe-
cialement en vue du transport de passagers ~ndividuels incorpores 
dans la force armee ennemie; 
Considerant qu'il resulte de !'instruction que le vapeur Federico 
n'est pas un paquebot faisant regulierement le transport des voy-
ageurs; que, lorsqu'il a ete capture en mer, il voyageait speciale-
ment en vue du transport, de Barcelone a Genes, de nombreux 
passagers allemands et austro-hongrois, dont la grande n1ajorite 
appartenaient par leur age aux classes mobilisees pnr leurs gouv-
ernements respectifs et voyageaient pour repondre a cet avpel; 
que, dans ces circonstances, ces passagers devaient etre regardes 
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comme incorpores au sens de l'artiele 45 precite, et qu'ainsi la 
navire etait, aux termes dudit article, passible de confiscation. 
Decide: 
La prise du vapeur espagnol Federico, y comprise les agres, 
appara ux et accessoires, est declare bonne et valable pour Ia 
valeur nette en etre adjugee aux ayants droit, conformement aux 
lois et reglements en vigueur. (1 Decisions du Conseil des Prises, 
1916, p. 162.) 
French Regulations, 1916.-59. Alors meme qu'il n'y aurait pas 
lieu de capturer le navire, vous pourrez faire prisonniers de 
guerre tous individus en route vers les pays ennemis ·pour y 
prendre les armes. * * * (Instructions sur !'Application du 
Droit International en Cas de Guerre, Paris, 1916. Furnished on 
request to French Navy Department in 1928 for latest inter-
national law instructions.) 
Early World lVar practice.-The taking of persons of 
belligerent nationality from neutral vessels early in the 
World War became a matter of difference of opinion. 
rrhe American Ambassador in Berlin in a dispatch o:f 
August 28, 1914, informs the Department of State that 
the German Foreign Office had made 'known to him that 
England and France were not observing the Declaration 
of London. (For. Rel., lJ. S., 1914, Sup. 221.) 
3. The British and French naval forces are taking away Ger-
mans of military age, but not en1bodied in .the German anned 
·forces, as prisoners of war frmn neutral sh 'ps, in contravention 
of the principles laid do·wn in article 45, No. 2, and article 47 
of the Declaration of London. Thus the British naval forces 
have taken away Germans liable to military duty fron1 the Dutch 
ships T'ltbantia at Plymouth and Potsdam, at Falmouth, f ron1 
the Italian ships R6vittorio and Ancona at G b:·altar, and from 
the Norvvegian steamer .Norwega in Bergen. French naval forces 
have taken like measures against the Spanish steamer Sis1ter at 
Marseilles. In all these cases the hostile armed forces have acted 
contrary to the provisions of the Declaration of London; for, 
as the general report of the editing conunittee expressly states in 
the first paragraph of the remarks to article 45, the whole con-. 
ference was agreed for juridical as well as practical reasons that 
solely active milifary persons are liable to capture at sea, and 
not persons returning to their native country in order to fulfill 
their general military duty. 
In view of this state of affairs the· German Government has a 
very co~-:. sidcrable interest in learning without delay whether 
Great Britain, France, and Russia are going to consider then1-
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selves bound by the provisions of the Declaration of London. 
Should this be the case the British Government would have to 
give back immediately the German goods seized on neutral ships, 
and the British and French Governments would have to set at 
liberty the Germans arrested on neutral ships. In the contrary 
case the German Government would have to reserve the right to 
disregard in the future for its part also provisions of the Decla-
ration of London not in harmony with Germany's military inter-
ests. It would accordingly be gratified if the Government of the 
United States would cause the other belL'gerents to declare their 
attitude toward the Declaration of London immediately. 
In addition ,the Gern1an Govern1nent would be interested in 
learning what position the American Government now takes with 
regard to the Declaration of London, in part:cular whether it 
proposes to acquiesce in violations of its provisions by the naval 
forces of Great Britain, France, or Russia. (Ibid. p. 225.) 
'rhe practice as to permitting reservists to pass through 
the territory of the United States was particularly a 
matter of concern to Great Britain and France and there 
·was considerable correspondence bet\veeii various govern-
ments relating to this subject beginning as early as Au-
gust 12, 1914. The circular note from the .A.cting Secre-
tary of State \Vas sent ~o the diplomatic representatives 
of the belligerent States. 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE) 
Washington, October 3, 1914. 
ExcELLENCY: A number of requests in specific cases have been 
made of the department for permission for nationals of belligerent 
countries to come to the United States from Canada for the pur-
pose of embarking to the countries of which they are citizens 
or subjects. The requests were granted, as neither the neutrality 
laws of the United States nor the proclamation of the President 
prohibit passage through the United States of reservists who are 
returning to their respective countries for the purpose of engaging 
in military service: Provided, Their transit does not amount to 
the beginning or setting on foot, or providing or preparing the 
means for, any military expedition or enterprise to be carried on 
from the territory or jurisdiction of the United States. 
The Department of State and the Department of Labor, after 
consideration of the subject, have reached the conclusion that em-
barrassment and criticism would be obviated by the issuance of 
general instructions to the United States immigration officials to 
permit the transit of reservists of belligerent nationalities who 
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desh~e to take ship for their countries at ports in the United States, 
rather than to require each case to be presented separately through 
diplomatic channels. But, as this course will involve further re-
laxation of the administration of the ilnmigration laws of the 
United States, its adoption will depend on the willingness of each 
of the Govern1nents concerned to give to the Govern1nent of the 
United States an assurance that its 1nale citizens or subjects of 
military age whenever permitted to enter the United States during 
the present war will not be allowed to become public charges in 
this country. 
I shall be glad to receive· from you such an assurance on the part 
of your Government. 
RoBERT LANSING. 
(Ibid. p. 567. ) 
To this note the British and French Ambassadors re-
plied that their Governments would take measures that 
persons in transit should not beco1ne a public charge. 
The Austrian, Hungarian, and German Ambassadors 
found it impracticable to take advantage of the American 
Government's offer as their enemies were taking " persons 
liable to military service off neutral vessels." 
British notice, 1914.-0n N ove1nber 3, 1914, a British 
Foreign Office Notice was published in the London 
Ghzette as follows: 
In view of the action tuken by the Gennan forces in Belgiu1n 
and France of re1noving, as pr:soners of war, all persons who are 
liable to military service, His :Majesty's Government have given 
instructions that all enen1y reservists on board neutral vessels 
should be Ina de prisoners of war. 
FOREIGN OFFICE, 
Soventber 1, 1914. (London Gazette, Noven1ber 3, 1914.) 
This. \Vas_lat§r referred to as action based on reprisal. 
It should, however, be ··made clear that the action of Ger-
n1any \Vas with reference to an area under German mili-
tary authority. 'To assume that such an action \vas a 
justifiable ground for taking persons of corresponding 
capacity from under neutral jurisdiction could \vith 
difficulty be maintained and as in the case of the 0 him a 
was not maintained. 
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Piepenbrink case, 1,914.-There was a considerable 
correspondence in regard to a German who had declared 
his intention to become an American citizen and who 'vas 
employed upo~ a vessel. registered under . the American 
flag. Various questions were discussed in course o:£ the 
diplomatic correspondence be.tween the Government o:£ 
the United States and the Governments o:£ France and 
Great Britain. 
The Secretary of State to Vice Oon.s·ul Bundy 1 
[Telegram] 
DEP ART'MENT OF STATffi, 
Washington, Decwmber 7, 1914. 
It appears fron1 information received by department that 
Piepenbrink, waiter or steward on lVindber, was taken from that 
American vessel wh:le on the high seas by officers of F :rench 
cruiser. His arrest and detention are deemed to be without 
right and you will ask British authorities who n0w detain him 
for his release. 
BRYAN. 
(9 An1er. Jour. Int. Law, Supplen1ent, p. 353.) 
The Secretary of State to Amba,ssador Sharp 2 
['Telegram ] 
DEP ART'MENT' OF ST:ATE, 
Washington, Decrevmber 7, 1914. 
August Piepenbrink, waiter or steward on American registered 
stea1ner lVin:dber bound to New York, was taken from that vessel 
by officers of French cru:ser Oon.de, about November 13, while on 
the high seas some bvo days out of Colon and 250 1niles South 
of l{ingston. Piepenbrink is of Gennan birth, but had I:egularly 
filed declaration of intention to becmne A1nerican citizen at Sacra-
mento, Calif., in 1910. He is now detained prisoner at Kingston, 
Ja1naica, in charge of British officials. Action of French cruiser 
in seizing Piepenbrink is dee1ned to have been without right, as 
also his arrest and detention, by British authorities. You wilJ 
ask Freneh Govern1nent for orders for his release. 
(Ibid. p. 353.) 
1 Vice and deputy consul at Kingston, Jamaica. 
2 Similar instruction to embassy at London. 
BRYAN. 
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Am /)(lssrulor lV. 11. Pr.gc to the Sec1·etary of &tate 
[ 'J1elegram] 
Your 705, December 7. 
AME-RICAN EMBASSY, 
London, ~January 4, 191;;. 
British Government ans\vers that although August P~epenbrink 
has declared intention of becmning A1nerican citizen he ~ppears 
frmn a legal standpoint to be still a Gennan subject if he has not 
actually taken out letters of naturalization and that in these cir-
cuinstances it is n9t possible for hhn to be released. 
PAGE. 
( Ibid. p. 354.) 
'Plle Secretary of State to A1nbassador 1V. 1-I. Page 
l 'l'elegram] 
D.lfll'ARTl\fENT OF STATE, 
lVoshin,r;ton, JJ,Jarch 2, 1915. 
Your 1395, January 4, concerning detention of Piepenbrink. It 
is understood that the only reason ass·gned by British Govennnent 
for his detention is that, although he has dec~ared his intention 
to becmne an American citizen, he has not actually taken out 
letters of naturalization and appears frmn a legal standpoint to 
be a Gennan subject. In reply to this and supp~ementing the 
grounds upon which this Gove.nunent objects io his detention as 
set forth in Departn1ent's No. 705, Dece1nber 7, inform British 
Govennnent that since he declared his intention of becmning 
A1nerican citizen in 1910, Piepenbrink has been e1nployed in the 
A1ner:can l\ferchant lVlarine, and call attention to section 2174, 
United States Revised Statutes, which provides that every foreign 
seaman emplo;yed on board American merchant Yessels having 
declared intention of becmning a citizen "shall, for all purposes 
of protection as an A1nerican citizen, be deen1ed such, after the 
filing of his declaration of intention to become such citizen." Also 
point out that independently of any question of Piepenbrink's 
American citizenship, this Government insists that his re1noval 
frmn an American vessel on the h·gh seas was without legal justi-
fication. The facts show that Piepenbrink was not en1bodied "in 
the anned forces of the enemy," in the sense of the rule on that 
subject in the Declara tion of London, and apart from the Declara-
tion of London, which this Goverrnnent does not recognize as in 
force, there is not justification in internat ·onal law for the re:-
nloval of an enemy subject from a neutral vessel on the high seas 
bound to a neutral port, even if he c~ u1<1 properly be regarde<1 
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as a military person. The rule was stated for Great Britain by 
Earl Russell in the Trent case (Moore's Digest VII, 772) as fol-
lows: 
"If the real terminus of the voyage be bona fide in a neutral 
territory, no English, nor, indeed, as Her lVlajesty's Government 
believe, any A1nerican authorjty c_~n be found which h~s ever 
given countenance to the doctrine that e:ther men or dispatches 
·can be subject, during such a voyage, and on board such a neutral 
vessel, to belligerent capture as contraband of war." 
For these reasons, \Vhich you will urge upon the attention of 
the British Government, you are instructed to again request that 
orders be issued for Piepenbrink's hnn1ediate release. 
BRYAN. 
(Ib:d. p. 354.) 
The Secretary of Sta.te to An~bassador Sharp 
DEPARTMENT OF STATE, 
Washin,gton, ]}larch 2, 1915. 
Your 484, January 22. Inform Foreign Office that this Goveru-
nlent regards the seizure of Piepenbrink by the French Govern-
ment and his detention by the British Government as unjustifiable, 
and has to-day addressed a coininunication on this subject to the 
British Govern1nent requesting his immediate rele~ase and setting 
forth the grounds of objection to his detention, which apply 
equally to his seizure, the respon$ibiHty for which rests with the 
French Governn1ent. A copy of this communication is appended 
for the information of the Foreign Office, and its attention should 
also be called to the rule stated by the French Minister of Foreign 
Affairs in a note dated December 3, 1861, to the French Minister 
at Washington, jn regard to the Trent case, as follows: 
[Translation] 
" The destination of the Trent was not a point belonging_ to one 
of the belligerents. She was carrying her cargo and her p:lssen-
gers to a neutral country, and, moreover, she had taken them on 
in a neutral port. If it were admissible that under such condi-
tions the neutral flag did not completely cover the persons and 
merchandise which it was transporting, its imn1unity would not 
longer be anything but an empty word; at any time the con1merce 
and navigation of third powers would have to suffer fr01n their 
harmless or even indirect relations with one or the other of the 
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belligerents; the latter would no longer be entitled merely to re-
quire entire ilnpartiality of a neutral and to foTbid llin1 from in-
terfering in any 'vay in the hostilities, but they would place upon 
his freedmn of com1nerce and navigation restrictions the lawful-
ness of which modern international law has refused to adinit. 
(Calvo, Fifth Edition, V, pp. 94-85.)" 
The seizure of Piepenbl'ink by the French Government was 
clearly contrary to the rule thus announced by that Government. 
The communication to be presented to the British Government 
is as follows : * * * 
[Inserted here is the cmnplete note to Ambassador Page, dated 
Mar. 2, 1915, above.] (Ibid. p. 355.) 
Antbas~ador Sharp to the Secretary of State 
No. 298.] A.MERICAN EMBASSY, 
Paris, JJ1arch 12, 1915. 
SIR: In acknowledging the receipt of the deparhnent's tele-
graphic instruction No. 600 of the third instant, relative to the 
seizure on board the A1nerican stea1ner Windber of August 
Piepenbrink, I have the honor to inclose herewith the copy of a 
note which I handed to 1\fr. Delcasse, the French :Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, on :March 5, in confonnity therewith. 
At the san1e time, I stated to l\IIr. Delcasse that the A1nerican 
Ambassador at London had been instructed to n1ake representa-
tions to the British Govern1nent, requesting the inunediate release 
of Piepenbrink. 
The n1inister replied that he wou,ld give the 1natter his urgent 
and early attention, examining the question in the n1ost friendly 
~pirit. 
I have, etc. 
(Ibid. p. 357.) 
'VM. G. SHARP. 
[Inclosure] 
Antbassador Sha1·p to the lflrench JJLinister for Foreign Affairs 
AMERICAN EMBASSY, 
Paris, 1liarch 5, 1915. 
ExcELLENCY: Acting on instructions from my Govern1nent, I had 
the honor to address a note to Your Excellency on December 11, 
1914, regarding the seizure by the Frencb cruiser Conde of August 
Piepenbrink, a steward on board the American ste~nner 1Vindber 
bound from Colon to New York. lVIy Govenunent considering the 
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re1noval of this sea1nan from an American vessel as without right, 
1 was directed to request that orders be given for his release. 
On January 14 Your Excellency rep,lied that at the time of his 
arrest Piepenbrink, having raised no protest nor presented any 
certificate testifying to his intention of becoming naturalized as 
an American, had been placed under the custody of the governor 
of Kingston and that it lay within the province of that official 
to decide the question of his liberation. 
lVIy Govern1nent, to whon1 this response was duly transmitted, 
again instructs 1ne to infonn Your Excellency that it regards 
the E:eizure of Piepenbrink by the French Government and his 
detention by the British Govern1nent as unjustified. A communi-
ca tion to this effect has been addressed to the British Govern-
ment, requesting his immediate release and setting forth the 
grounds on which the United States objects to his detention. 
This objection app,lies equally to his seizure, the responsibility 
for which rests with the l!-,rench Govern1nent. 
For the information of Your Excellency, I a1n instructed to 
infonn you that the cmninunication to the British Government is 
in substance as follows: [This portio~1 is left out because it is 
bubstantial1y the same as the note dated at \;Vashington, lVIar. 2, 
1D15. These brackets are mine.] 
In comn1unicating to Your Excellency the foregoing substance 
of the co1nn1unica tion to be made to the British Government 
Your Excellency's attention is especially invited to the rule laid 
down by one of your distinguished predecessors in a note dated 
Dece1nber 3, 1861, addressed to the French Minister at \;Vashing-
ton, in which he expressed himself as follows : 
[I-Iere follows the quotation from Calvo. Fifth edition, V pp. 
94, 95 as given: in the note to Ambassador Sharp of Mar. 2, 1915, 
above.] 
An~bassador W. II. Page to the Secretary of State 
No. 1166.] AMERICAN EMBASSY~ 
London, April 6, l!J/5. 
SIR : "\Vith reference to your telegrain No. 120D of l\iarch 2 last, 
relative to the detention of August Piepenbrink, I have the honor 
to inclose herewith a copy of a note I have just received frOin 
the Foreign Office, stating that the British and French Govern-
meats have decided to liberate 'this man as a frh~~1dly act, while 
reserving tlle quesLon of princip1e invoh eel, upon which n1::v tele 
grain No. 1879 cf to-day was based. 
I have, etc., 'V ALTER !liNE'S PA<JE. 
(Ibid. p. 35D.) 
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[Inclosure] 
The Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs to Antbassador lV. H. 
Page 
FOREIGN OFFICE, 
April 3, 1915. 
YouR ExcELLENCY: With reference to . Your Excellency's note of 
the 4th instant, relative to the detention of August Piepenbrink, 
a Gennan subject who was taken prisoner by the French cruiser 
Conde out nf the United States Steamship 1Vindber and is at 
present detained at Kingston, Jamaica, I have the honor - to in-
form Your Excellency that His Majesty'~s Governme-nt, in common 
with the French Government; have decided to liberate this man 
as a friendly act, while r.e.serving the question of principle in-
volve-d. 
I have, etc., 
(Ibid. p. 359.) 
For the Secretary of State, 
A. LAW. 
The" Ohina" case, 191~6.-Another case which gave rise 
to extended correspondence arose in consequence of the 
taking of certain persons from the American steams~1i p 
0 hina in 1916. The attitude of the governments is shown 
in the diplomatic exchanges though the persons taken 
from the 0 kina were released by Great Britain .. · 
The Searetary of Sta.te to Amba.ssador 1V. H. Page 
[Telegram-Paraphrase] 
DEP ART:MENT OF STATE, 
vVashington, February 23, 1916. 
Mr. Lansing informs Mr. Page that the department is advised 
by American consuls in Hong Kong, Nagasaki, and Shanghai, and · 
by the owners of the American steamship China,, that on the 
18th instant the British cruiser Lavurentic stopped the Ch·.~na 
on the high seas, about 10 miles from the entrance to the Yangtze-
kiang, boarded her with an armed party, and despite the captain's 
protest, removed from the vessel 28 Germans, 8 Austrians, and 
2 Turks, including physicians and merchants, and took them to 
Hong Kong, where they are detained as prisoners in the military 
barracks. As it is understood that none of the men taken from 
the China were incorporated in the armed forces of the enemies 
of Great Britain, the action of the Laurentia must be regarded by 
this Govern1nent as an unwarran:ed invasion of the sovereignty of 
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American vessels on the high seas. After the notice given to the 
British Government of this Governn1ent's attitude in the Piepen-
brink case in March, last, which was based upon the principle 
contended for by Earl Russell in the Trent case, this Government 
is surprised at this exercise of belligerent powe1: on the high seas 
far removed from the zone of hostile operations. Ambassador Page 
is directed to present this 1natter to the Government of Great 
Br:tain at once and to insist vigorously that if facts are as report-
ed, orders be given for the imn1ediate release of the persons taken 
from the China. (10 A1ne·r. Jour. Int. Law, Supple1nent, p. •127.) 
.Arnbassador W. H. Page to the Secretary of State 
No. 3259.] AMERICAN EMBASSY, 
London, Jfarch 17, 1916. 
SIR: With reference to the department's telegqtm No. 2924, of 
February 23, 1916, protesting against· the removal of 38 enemy 
subjects of Great Britain by the British ship LaurenHc from the 
steamship China~ on the high seas off the entrance to the Yangtse 
River, I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of a note, dated 
the 16th instant, from the Foreign Office in reply to the representa-
tations I made to Sir Edward Grey in the premises. 
I have, etc., 
vV ALTER HINES PAGE. 
[Inclosure] 
The British Secretary of State for· Foreign .Affair·g to Ambassador 
1V. If. Page 
FOREIGN OFFICE, 
March 16, 1916. 
YouR ExcELLENCY: His Majesty's Government have given the 
most careful consideration to tlie memorandum which Your Ex-
cellency was good enough to communicate to 1ne on the 24th 
ultimo, conveying a protest from the United States Governn1ent 
against the removal of 38 enemy subjects by His Majesty's ship 
Laurentic from the steamship Chima on the high seas off the en-
trance to the Yangtze River, and I now have the honor to offer 
the following observations as an expression of the views of His 
1.\Iajesty's Government in regard to the mat~er: 
The latest attempt to define by common agreement the lhnits 
within which a belligerent naval power may remove enemy per-
sons from neutral ships on the high seas is represented by article 
47 of the Declaration of London, 1909. This article permitted the 
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arrest of such persons if "embodied in the armed forces of the 
enemy," without regard to the destination of the ship on which 
they were found traveling. The commentary on article 45 of the 
declaration contained in the report of the drafting committee 
of the London naval conference states that on practical, not 
legal, grounds it was agreed that the term " embodied in the 
anned forces of the enemy" should be considered as not includ-
ing reservists not yet attached to their military units. 
At the beginning of the war His Majesty's Government adhered 
to articles 45 and 47 of the Declaration of London, as inter-
preted by the report of the drafting com1nittee. They took this 
step as a 1natter of convenience, being at liberty, as the declara-
tion was an unratified instru1nent, to cancel at any time their 
adherence, provided always that their subsequent action d id -not 
conflict with the general principles of international law. When 
the Gennan authorities began to remove able-bodied persons of 
1nilitary age fron1 the occupied portions of France and Belgium, 
His lVIajesty's Governn1ent, as indicated in the circular note which 
I had the honor to address on November 4, 1914, to the represen-
tatives of neutral powers in London, felt that they could no longer 
accept the restrictive interpretation placed for practical reasons 
on the tenns of artiele 47 of the Declaration of London by the 
report of the drafting committee, and that they 1n ust arrest all 
ene1ny reservists found on board neutral ships on the high seas, 
no matter where the,y might be 1net. 
I an1 aware that the United States Govennnent, _after their 
suggestion early in the war that the belligerent powers shou,ld 
adopt the Declaration of London in its entirety as a code of 
international naval law, did not find general acceptance, have 
ueclnred that they no longer consider the declaration as being in 
force. I have referred at some ,length to the bearings of the 
declaration on the position of His lYiajesty's Government in this 
question, because article 47 represents the latest, if not the only, 
atten1pt to arrive at a definition, by common consent of the chief 
1naritin1e nations of the law in regard to the matter. The attempt 
was necessarily conditioned by the experience of previous wars, 
and the definition was reached after weighing the claims and the 
convenience of neutral shipping against the importance to bel-
ligerent powers, as shown by the experience of previous wars, of 
preventing enemy subjects from proceeding to their destination 
and pursuing the ho~tile purposes for which they were organized. 
It is evident, however, from the foregoing observations that the 
principle (often contended for in the past by certain continental 
nations) that there are certain classes of persons who are not 
protected by a neutral flag on the high seas and may therefore 
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without any invasion of the sovereign rights of the neutral be 
removed from a neutral ship is now generally admitted. The 
carriage of such persons may in sOine cases amount to unneutral 
service, rendering the ship liable to condemnation; but even when 
this is not so, the removal of such persons fr01n a neutral ship by 
a be,lligerent does not justify any cmnplaint by the neutral state 
concerned. The question in the present case, is therefore, whether 
the chn racter and position of the persons ren1oved from the China 
were such as to bring the case within the principle enunciated 
above. 
The present war has shown that the belligerent activity of the 
enemies of thj_s country is by no 1neans confined to the actual 
theaters of n1ilitary and naval operations and that there is no 
lhnit to the Inethods by which Ger1nnny j_n particular seeks to 
secure a victory for her anns. The hostile efforts of the enemy 
haYe shown, and continue to show, theinse,lves on neutral soil in 
many parts of the world in political intrigues, revolutionary plots, 
schemes for attacking the sea-borne trade of this country and 
ber allies, endeavors to facilitate' the operations of ships engnged 
in this task, and in criminal enterprises of different kinds directed 
against the property of neutrals and belligerents alike. vVar 
has in effect been extended far beyond the bounds of the area 
in which opposing armies maneuver, and an unscrupulous belliger-
ent 1nay inflict the denclliest blows on his enen1y in regions re-
mote from actual fighting. It may be recalled that a certain 
I-1ieut. Robert Fay, of the Gern1an Arn1y, was reported in the 
press last autul.l].n to have been detected experimenting with 
bombs designed to destroy n12rchant ships ,leaving America and 
operating in the interests of the enen1ies of Gennany. He was 
said to have adinitted that he was sent by the German authori-
ties to the United States - expressly for this purpose. His 
l\iajesty's 9-overn1nent are not a \Yare what degree of truth there 
may be in this story, but numerous incidents in A1nerica and 
elsewhere have shown that the facts may be as stated and may 
be typical. 
It is then evidently of the greatest importance for a belligerent 
power to intercept on the high seas not only mobilized members 
of the opposing army who may be found traveling on neutral 
ships, but also those agents whon1 the enemy sends to injure his 
opponent abroad or whose services he enjoys without having him-
self commissioned thein. Practical considerations from the bel-
ligerents' po:nt of view have changed, and the change necessarily 
implies a modification in the precise description of enemy subjects 
whom it is lawful to arrest, supposing such a precise description 
can be said to have existed in any binding form. 
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I may add that the action of the Un~ted States Gover1nnent 
in forwarding requests for safe conducts for agents of states at 
war with this country whose actions had been such that their con-
tinued presence in the United States could no longer be tolerated 
affords a strong indication that the right to ren1ove certain classes 
of persons frmn neutral ships can, in the circumstances of this 
present war, not be confined to persons embodied in the anned 
forces of a bell~gerent. 
I may add for the confidential infonnation of the Govern1nent 
of the United States that from actual occurrences and from re· 
liable infonnation received it has been definite1y established that 
the Gennans resident in . Shanghai have been engaged for some 
time past in the collection of arms and <11n1nunition, both 
for clandestine transn1 :ssion to India and, if possible, for the 
arn1ing of a ship t o play the part of a Far Eastern JJI oetoe. His 
Majesty's Governn1ent were able to cope with this activity to a 
considerable extent and obtained the ar rest of various German 
agents eaught in the act of attempting to smuggle anns out of 
Shanghai; further, the Gennans beca1ne aware that His JYia jesty's 
Govenunent k new of their plots. The conunander in chief, China 
station, received information that owing to this fact the Ger· 
mans were planning to shift the center of their activity f rom 
Shanghai to lVIanila .. Subsequently he was definitely infonned 
that 35 Gennans had planned to leave Shanghai in the steam-
ship Ch~n a and proc€ed to l\1anila. 
His Majesty's ships were sent to patrol off the mouth of the 
Yangtze with the view of intercepting this party. The date of 
the China's departure was more than once postponed, but she 
eventually sailed, was intercepted by His l\1ajesty's ship La(urentic 
and found to have on board Germans and Austrians correspond-
ing to those concerning whom infonnation as mentioned above 
had been received. The Larure:ntia therefore had no hesitation in 
removing them. The next ostens_ ble port of call of the China, 
was Nagasaki, a convenient place at which to transfer to an-
other vessel proceeding to l\1anila. · 
It n1ay be added that subsequent information fully confirms 
that the movement of the body of Germans in question was an 
integral part of the plot referred to above. 
I do not think it will be disputed that persons of this Cescrip-
tion must be placed within the category of individuals who 1nay, 
without any infraction of the sovereignty of a neutral State be 
removed frmn a neutral vessel on the high seas. The cbject of 
their journey was to find another neutral asylun1 in which they 
Inight cont nue their operations against the interests of this 
country. The acts which they desire to perfonn upon the soil of 
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the United States \Vere such as possibly to con1prmnise the neu-
1ralHy of that country or to constitute an offense against its 
crilninal laws. They were in effect persons whose past actions 
and future intentions deprived the1n of any protecLon fron1 the 
11eutral flag under which they were sailing. 
In Your Excellency's note reference is Inade to the case of the 
Trent. I venture to hope that the preceding observations show 
clearly that the present case is of an entirely different nature 
to that on which the Un:ted States Government rely. At the 
date \vhen the Trent case occurred no agreement had been 
reached as to the claim put forward by certain countries that 
a belligerent is entitled to reinoYe certain classes of individuals 
fron1 a neutral ship without bringing the vessel in for adjudica-
tion in the prize court; since then, as I have pointed out above, 
a considerable 1neasure of agreen1ent had been reached on this 
point. In any case the nature of the persons concerned in the 
episode of the Tren.t was entirely different fro1n that of the in-
d xi duals re1noved frmn the China. l\1essrs. ·Slidell and Mason 
·were proceeding to Europe, - according to their contention, as the 
diplomatic representatives of a belligerent; at that time the 
suggestion that the functions of a cliplmnatic representative 
should include the organizing of outrages upon the soil of the 
neutral country to which he was accredited was unheard of, and 
the removal of the gentlemen in question could only be justified 
on the ground that their representatiYe character was sufficient 
to bring the1n with:n the classes of persons whose removal frmn 
a neutral vessel was justifiable. The distinction between such 
persons and German agents whose object is to make use of the 
shelter of a neutral country in order to fmnent risings in British 
territory, to fit out ships for the purpose of preying on British 
conunerce, and to organize outrages in the neutral country itself 
is obvious. 
It is hardly necessary for 1ne to state that it is far from the 
wish and intention of His l\1ajesty's Government to take any 
action involving an invasion of the sovere ·gn rights of the 
United States Government; the above observations will have 
n1ade it clear that in the view of my Government no such invasion 
vvas involved in the action of His Majesty's ship LanrenUc, and 
I feel confident that after the foregoing explanat·ons in regard 
both to the general question 'involved and to the ren1oval of 
enemy subjects from the Ch,ina the United States Government 
·will not feel disposed further to contend that this action was 
not justified. 
I have, etc., 
E. GREY. 
(Ibid. p. 432.) 
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Instructions for tlte Navy of the~ United Sta1tes, 1917.-
rfhe instructions for the Navy of the United States gov-
erning maritime warfare, June, 1917, in article 36 follo·w-
ing article 5 of the unratified Declaration of London 
provide: 
A neutral vessel is guilty of indirect unneutral service and may 
be sent in for adjudication as a neutral vessel liable to condem-
nation-
. (a) If she specially undertakes to transport individual passen-
gers who are mnbodied in the armed forces of the ene1ny and who 
are en route for military service of the enen1y or to a hostile 
destination, or trans1nits intelligence in the interest of the cne1ny 
whether by radio or otherwise. 
(b) If, to the knowledge of the owner, or th9 chartere:.·. or of the 
agents thereof, or of the n1aster, she is transporting a 1nilitary de-
tachment of the enen1y, or one or more persons who are embodied 
in the military or naval service of the ene1ny and who are en 
route for nlilitary service of tlie~ enemy or to a hostile destination~ 
or one or more persons who, duriug the voyage, lend direct assist-
ance to the ene1ny. or is trans1nitting inforn1at on h-;. the interest of 
the enemy by radio or otherwise. 
In the comment upon article 45 in the general report 
of the London Naval Conference, 1909, it is stated: 
The first case supposes passengers traveling as individuals ; 
the case of a 1nilitary detaGlunent is considered afterwaras. It 
relates to individuals en1bod~ed in the arn1ed n1ilitary or naval 
forces of the ene1ny. There was son1e doubt as to the n1eaning 
of the 21nbodhnent which is specified. Doe3 it include those indi-
viduals only who, snnunoned to serve in virtue of the law of their 
country, have really joined the corps to which they are to . belong? 
Or does it also include such indiYiduals frmn the thne when they 
are sununoned, and before they have jo·ned their corps? The· 
question is of great practical ilnportance. There n1ay be individ-
uals natiYes of a country of continental Europe and settled in 
America; the~·e individuals have n1ilitary obligations toward their 
native country; they haYe, for instanee, to belong to the reserve· 
of the acLve army of that country. Their country being at war, 
they sail to perform their service. Shall they be regarded as 
e1nbodied in the sei1se of the provision which we are considering?· 
If the 1nunicipal law of certain countries is followed, an affirma-
tiYe revly \Vould be rendered. But, apart. frmn purely juridical 
reasons, the contrary opinion has seemed n1ore ~n accordance with_ 
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practical necessity and has been accepted by all in a spirit of 
conciliation. It would be difficult, or perhaps even impossible, 
without vexatious n1easures which neutral governments would 
not tolerate, to distinguish among the passenger~ in a vessel 
those who are bound to perform m:Iitary service and are on their 
way to render it. (1909 Naval War College, Int. Law Topics, p 
103.) 
Oase of the "Svithiod," 1920.-0n March 28, 1917, the 
Swedish bark Svithiod sailed :from Buenos Aires with 
a cargo o£ maize consigned to Denmark. The Svithiod 
called at Pernambuco for orders and while there " the 
master bought and took on board for his ovvn account two 
bags o£ rubber, which he did not enter on the manifest, 
but on the stores list, and ·where with his connivance a 
German named Hellman, the· third mate of the German 
merchant ship Blucher, then lying interned at Per-
nambuco, hid himself in the hold with the object o£ get-
ting to Europe. The Svithiod was directed to proceed to 
Halifax for :further orders. She arrived there on July 
12, and a search was made in the course o£ vvhich Hellman 
and the rubber. ·were discovered." (The Svithiod, 
[1920] it. c. 718.) 
The Nova Scotia Ad1niralty Division o£ the Exchequer 
Court o£ Canada condemned the vessel on the ground o£ 
unneutral service in carrying Hellman and the judge 
said: 
The rubber seized was contl'aband and carried w ithoot authority 
and wil~ be concle1nned. For carrying the contraband rubber alone 
I 'vould not have confiscated the ship, but, considering both cir-
cumstances, the ship will be forfeited and the rubber confiscated. 
( lO Lloyd's Prize Cases, p. 1.) 
The case "\vas appealed to the judicial com1nittee o£ the 
privy council. Lord Sumner for the judicial con11nittee 
said: 
"\Vhat this man was, except that he was a mariner and a quali-
fied third officer, the evldence does not show; and even asstun-
ing, as probably one n1ay assume, because our eyes can not be 
closed to circumstances of public notoriety connected w _ th the 
war, that, if be reached Germany, some service in connection 
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with the war would promptly have been found for him, the fact 
re1nains that he was at the time a seaman in an entirely private 
capacity, seeking the opportunity of a voyage by which he would 
at least escape from a further stay at Pernmnbuco, and proceed-
ing at his own expense, or at the expense of the owners of th · s 
Swedish bark, it does not appear which, but without their cog-
nizance at any rate. His case, therefore, can n~t be placed in 
the same category at all as the cases where the officers of a 
belligerent state have engaged a vessel to perfonn a particular 
service, or have paid for the carriage of particular passengers, 
or where persons, already embodied in the service of the bellig-
erent country, are be:ng transported upon soine purpose of State. 
* * 
The~r lordships are, of course, very fu1ly hnpressed with the 
great importance of the whole topic of unneutral service, particu-
larly in view of the fact thB.i the change in the circtunstances 
under which 1narit:1ne warfare is now carried on is so great 
since most of the cases relied upon \Yere dec ~ded. On smne 
proper occasion it might be necessary to define with very great 
accuracy the way in which well-known principles should be ap-
plied under n1odern conditions; but it is precisely because their 
lordsh:ps are so impressed with the in1portance of the subject, 
with the high obligations which rest upon neutrals to refrain 
frmu all unneutral service, and with the gravity of that bl'each 
of duty if it should occur, that they think it unnecessary, and 
therefore inexpedient and undesirable to endeavor to decide any 
quest:on of law in a case where, in the :r view, the captors have 
failed to lay any foundation in fact which w-ould justify the in-
vestigation of so important a subject. 
Their lordships will, therefore, hunlb1y advise I-Iis r~lajesty 
that the appeal succeeds; that the decree of confL;cation c ugl1t 
to be set aside, and that the confiscated vessel ought to be l'e-
stored to her owners. The respondent will pay the costs of tlw 
appeal. (Ibid.) 
Proposed Rules of Aerfal 1~1arfare, 1923. Persons on neu tral air-
craft.--ART. 37: l\Iembers of the e·ew of a neutral aircraft whi~h 
has been c~e~ainec1 by a belligerent shall be released uncoJHlitionally, 
if they are neutral nationals anll not in the service of the ene1ny .. 
If they are ene1ny nat:onals or in the service of the enemy, they 
may be made prisoners of war. 
Passengers are entitled to be released unless they tHe in tlw 
service of the enemy or are enemy nationals fit ,for 1nilitary service, 
1n which cases they may be 1nacle prisoners of war. ··· * * 
(Commission of Jurists to Consider and Report upon the Re-
vision of the Rules of Warfare, Part II, Aerial 'Varfare, rrhe 
Hague, 1!)23.) 
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Resun~.e.-While there has been a tendency to extend 
the scope of unneutral service, it is evident from practice~ 
instructions, decisions, etc., that the principles of the· 
Declaration of· London of 1909 were generlilly accepted 
at the beginning of the v~orld War in 1914. "\Vhere ex-
treme action •Was taken during the ''r orld War on the 
ground of reprisals such action followed no precedent 
based on general practice. The transportation of non-
combatant persons, who 1nay be noxious or who ma.y by 
some nevv relationship into which they 1nay subsequently 
enter become liable to treatment as combatants, does not 
involve the vessel carrying such persons in unneutral 
service or make such persons subject to capture vvhile· 
en route. It is now generally adn1itted, however, that 
a belligerent should be permitted to · remove enemy 
co1nbatants fron1 a neutral vessel and that it should 
not be longer necessary to bring such a vessel to port to 
render such action lawful. If the early method of 
1naintaining neutral rights should be insisted upon, a 
great ocean liner might with thousands of innocent pas-
sengers be dive1ted far fron1 its course in order that a 
single enemy soldier might be removed. The Declara-
6on of London, 1909, provided :for the removal from 
neutral vessels of persons embodied in the armed force· 
of the ene1ny, and regulations issued subsequent to 1909 
generally permitted such removal and so1netimes pre-
scribed in detail for the removal. 1.,hese regulations. 
vvere si1nilar to some of the treaties in effect in the early 
nineteenth century . 
.. A.ccording to the general report of the Declaration of 
London only persons " embodied in the armed forces ,,. 
'vere liable to be removed, but the nationalla 'v of a State 
rather than international Jaw might determine who 
should be regarded as "embodied." The German Prize· 
Code of 1915 as well as· the instructions of the United 
States Navy of i917 exempted reservists unless incorpo-
rated in the military forces. Perhaps this restriction may 
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give too much exemption to persons of belligerent nation-
ality on board neutral vessels as has been sometimes argued, 
but a belligerent may when neutral territory is used as a 
base for hostile expeditions protest to the neutral against 
this use. The neutral is naturally reluctant to permit 
the belligerent to exercise authority within· neutral juris-
diction, as would be necessary in the case of taking per-
sons from a neutral vessel and, accordingly, the -exercise 
of such authority has been strictly limited. Other·wise 
interference ·would be unduly extended if the deterinina-
tion of the liability of the person rested upon the will of 
the belligerent. 
Nations that have treaties defining the persons that 
may be removed from neutral ships will follow such 
treaties. It may be remarked, as has been seen in the 
quotation from Wheaton (Dana), 1866, hereinbefore 
cited, that the provisions of these treaties originated more 
than t\vo centuries ago, before the days of the nation in 
arms and universal military service, and before there ·were 
any reservists as no\v understood. 
Also nations that have regulations on the subject \vill 
follow their own regulations, but these regulations are not 
necessarily based·· on international law. The accepted 
law at the outbreak of the World War was, as is shown 
herein, in agreement- with the Declaration of London. 
The nations that have revised their regulations, during 
or since the World War, so far as such revisions are now 
available, as in the case of the Italians and French here-
tofore cited, authorize the removal of enemy reservists in 
transit to the enemy's country. The unratified report of 
the Commission of Jurists, The Hague, 1923, also as has 
been seen herein takes the same view. The law, however, 
until custon1 becomes uniform, can not be changed -with-
out international agreement. 
In Situation III the present rules in regard to , capture 
do not confer a right to remove from a neutral merchant 
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vessel, when on a regular voyage, passengers of enemy 
nationality on the ground that :from their age or capac-
ity they may be called :for military service. 'Vhile 
neutrals may after arriving in a belligerent state enroll 
in the military service, this ·does not subject them to 
jnter:ferer.1ce prior to entering enemy service. Women 
at the present time are entering upon many of the activj~ 
ties which render them of equal valu~ as belligerents 
with men and during the World 'Var won1en performed 
many services military in nature. It. is generally com-
ing to be regarded that women should not on account 
of sex be entitled to special exemptions when in military 
sel'vice, but it may also be said that they would not 
suffer exceptional disabilities. States usually maintain 
that their naturalized citizens on board vessels entitled 
to fly the national flag shall be treated as any" other 
nationals. To remove any persons :from the crew of .a 
Inerchant vessel may also place the vessel in· peril. 
Under existing rules and the stated conditions none o:f 
the passengers or cre'\v of the N emo should be removed. 
SOLUTION 
(a) The 10 passengers who are citizens of state Y 
even though of military age and capacity should not be 
removed from the N emo. 
(b) The 10 passengers who are trained neutral avia-
tors should not be removed from the N emo. 
(a) The 5 women passengers who are citizens of state 
l~ though trained a via tors should not be removed :fr0rn 
the N ernw. 
(d) .The 10 members o:f the crew should not be re · 
moved :from the Nemo. 
